Howdy from the Texas Commercial Airport Alliance!

We know the COVID-19 crises has affected everyone around the world and we understand you may have concerns about travel right now, but we want you to know that Texas airports work hard every day to ensure that our friends, families and passengers are safe.

Texas Airports have incorporated recommendations by the Centers for Disease Control on disinfecting airport surfaces as well as taken steps to ensure social distancing markers throughout our airports to maintain safe distance protocols.

Texas airports are also using cutting edge products and technology to enhance our cleaning efforts and working with our partners to make sure your experience is the best it can be.

Because we are not just flying passengers, we’re restoring your confidence to soar!

Meanwhile, we’d like to send you a few coloring and activity pages to remind you of all the places you can fly to in Texas.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Texas Commercial Airports Association
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COLOR THE MOCKINGBIRD

DID YOU KNOW: The Mockingbird is the Texas State Bird.
COLOR THE CYPRESS TREES
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Captain

Kiddo
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Color your destination below and share

We want to hear from you.
Tell us where you want to travel
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#WhenThisIsOver.
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Buddy Holly
Musician

William C. McCool
NASA Astronaut

World War II Pilot
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Fly Easier. Fly San Antonio
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HOW MANY FUN THINGS CAN YOU FIND?

Shopping
Cowboy Hat
Swimming
Playing
Music
Dancing
Dinosaur
Riverwalk
Giggles
Roller Coaster
Joy
Cold Water
Clowns
Restaurant
Laughter
Museums

WORD SEARCH
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HELP LAND THE PLANE
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